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           Non"Destructive Method of Detection of

     Rotten State in Standing Trees and Woodi Materials

                 Utiliz{ng Radioactive gsotopes

                              By

            Saburo SAKAMOTO and Noriyoshi IIZUI<A

                       (Reeeived June, 30, 1956)

                        I. Introduction

   As a method of deteetion of the rotten state in standing trees
and wood materials without their destruetion, X-ray photography has

been employed. However the X-ray apparatuses generally suffer from
the disadvantages of high eost and of bulk, so it cannot be said that

this method ean be used everywhere.
   The method whieh the authors have found to be coneise and

available easily in forest or anywhere is the utilization of T-ray o£
radioaetive isotopes such as Co60 or Csi"7. Recently artificial r-ray

sourses as a means of detecting internal flaws, cracks of metals are
being used. On the same principle it was concluded after investigation

that they are also highly useful for deteetion of the inner rot･ of wood

materials.

   The principle, apparatus for this rnethod and results obtained are

described below.

                         IL Principle

    When a fiutx of r-rays of a given energy passes through matter,
in this ease wood materials, the number of quanta IV' in the primayy
beam decreases exponentially with the 'thickness x' of the absoz'bing

material. It is seen that -

         N' == N6e"Px' (1)
where " is the absorption coeMeient of the material and .ZVr6 is the

number when x'==O. The absorption in thick layers of wood materials
is affected by their thickness, density and water content. In usual

standing trees and wood materials if there is a rotten and corrupt
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 Figure showing the principle of

 thisdetectlngmethod. S:7J-ray
 source, G: G-M countingTube,
 T: tree trunk.

formula:

part, the density o£ tht part is smaller
by its slightly greater porosity than the

unrotten part. So the abSorption of r-

ray and then the value of " will become
smaller in sueh corrupt part.

    As seen in Fig. 1 the T-ray souree S

and Geiger-Mix11er tube G are positioned

facing eaeh other at the opposite sides

of a tree trunk T and are moved on
parallel lines at the same time and in

the same direetion,

   If the trunk is unrotten and has a per-

£eet eireular seetional form, the counting

rate (cpm) ZV in G-M counting tube should

show the value accoroding the next
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Z. r-ray absorption eurves in tree trunk having

  a perfect eircular sectional form.

a) unroeten trunk, b) inner rotten trunk.
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         N= AXhe-2,a fgaz-x2 (2)
where a is radius of the trunk, x is a distance from the original Point

O, A7b is a eounting rate in G-M tube without absorption by the wood

material.

   Fig. 2 (a) indicates how the curve of the eounting rate N varies
smoothly with the thiekness in unrotten trunk. Here, the ratio of No

to IV is shown and as the diameter of ,tree trunk is larger, the e.urve

becomes more flat at the central part. If the centre of the ticunk is
rotten, the curve should become irregular as shown in Fig. 2,(b). 'From
the curve the inner rotten state, location and gxtent in/thg, tree ttunk

ean be found. (In Fig. 2 the value of y is taken O.0335 per lcm
thicl{ness of "Todo" fir tree which is later deseribed).

   The sectional form of the trunk, however, is not always perfectly

cireular, but it must be expected to be fairly irregular on the outer

side. In this case the next treatment should be applied on measure-
ments. When the T-ray source and G--M countex are faced toward
each other at points, 1, 2,･･-,n in Fig. 3, the distaneesgthrough which

                        ･ Sr-raysoupee
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'
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ge
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Fig.' 3.. Measurement,･ for a trunk having a'fairly

irr,egularsectionalfQrm..'. ･'
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the radiations are passing are xi, x2,･･･, x..

tained at these points are strictly

         A7G = Albe-Pixi

         M := Nhe-'JJux2

          -----------s---i--
         Nn = .ZVhe-Pmxn

where Fti, pt2,･･･,A. are coef. of absorption

these paths. However, in order to
counting rate by absorption per unit
calculate N. as follows:

                n 'n               z(.Zvh--2V;,) nN,-z]IV;,
          IVI,=.1 .= 1                                7t                  n                  Z]Xn ZIXn
                  1j

So the      .countmg rates ob-

(3)

     respectively considered at

simplify, substituting the mean

  passing distance N., one can
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Using (4) the mean counting rates Nrli, N4.., ･t･, N. considered respectively

at the point 1, 2,･･-,n are

         Ni =: .ZVI,-xiN.

         Ns = ATb-X:iNa                                                        (5)
         -----t--------------i

         Nn = AL)-XnNa

The actually measured counting rate 2V],M,･･･,Al;, and the calculated

mean counting rate Ni,N.,,･-i,N. are plotted on curves N and N in
Fig･ 4, and from the inspection of deviations between them one can
know the inner state of the wood material qualitatively with good
accordance. As shown in Fig. 4 also, if these measurements and calcu-

lations are carried out about two perpendicular directions, X and Y,

the better results are obtained in Ioeation and deeision of inner rot

states.

                       11I. Experimental

    1. Apparatus and results.

    Co6e 1-3mC or Ra 1mg was used as the r-ray source. It was kept
in a suitable lead cylindrical case of 3em diameter, 4cm height and

1cm thickness. The radiations were measured by Geiger-MUIIer tube

and Scale 100 Counter apparatus and
Scintillation Counter in room measure-

ment. In field measurement the G-M
tube and portable rate meter were used

actually; aluminium-made rules were
framed by screw and nut, across the
standing tree trunk. These are shown
in Fig. 3and Fig. s. The measurements
have been made to date on "Todo" fir
<Abies mayriana Miyabe et Kudo) and
"Ezo" spruce (Picea jesoensis Carr).
Similar results are obtained by the three

types of measuring apparatus, (1) G-M
tube and Scale 100 Counter, (2) Scintil-
lation Counter, (3) portable rate meter

with G-M tube. The tesults obtained
by (1) and (2) have more accuracy, but

a longer time for the measurement is

igyete raeter,
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        Fig. S.
Photograph showing apparatuses

and actual field measurement in

natural forest in winter.
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n.ecetssary. On the'othex'hand ･the r,esults .by (3) are slightly,inaelcuratei

but it is suMeiently useful in field measurement and conv6nient･'for

surveying. For example, the results on "Todo" fir using (1) and (2)
apparatus are shown in Fig. 6 and the results using (3) apparatus are

in Fig. 4. It is seen that the rotten state i4.trge trunk is detected
easily.
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         Fig. 6. Comparison of ob't'ained eurves between a seintillation
               counter and'a G-M'eounter.

                            t.   2.0njudgmentofrettenstatefromthecurves. .
   The example which is seen in Fig. 4 shows typical curves demon-
strating the yotten state in wood trunk. The special features of the
curves are in the large deviation of N and N at the part of minimum

counting rate and iii the tolerable irregularity of cuyve Ar. Another

special point for notice respecting the curves is shown in Fig. 7. In

this figure curve N has a convex part in its coneave inclination, If
:h,9,.a.ng5`2,9f.R2.g:,P,a.rt,,1.,i¥,Le,SS,,`.h,.a,n. 900･ it neariy cgrtai.n tbat pomp

   Howeve.r, care must be taken in judgment of curves sinee there
l,r,' etlla.rg.e.e.fft e,C,t,St, 2. ,f.IY90d, "9de a"d vyateF cont?iped in trun}< ,as disc}if, sed

                                                    '                           '      /... ..t ,.. . .., ..
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          g 5 IO 15 20 25 30
         Fig. 7. An example whieh has a typical form for easy judgment

               of rotten state from the obtained eurves.

    3. 0n the effect of wood nodie akd water comtained.

    Existenee of node in tree trunk exerts a large effee"c upon the
cuyves as shown in geSg. s. The point n on the curve N in Fig. s. coT-

responds to the place of node and the marked absorption of r-ray is
observed here beeause of its high deiisity of wood substance. To avoid

this node disturbanee in measuremen't and to obtain better results, it

may be recommended that tests to find out the node on the sur£ace
of trunk be made before the measuyement, As a situation on a tree
trunk whieh had the fewest node, authors decided a measuring point
at the height of one meter from the earth when the diameter breast
high of 'trunk vgTas 60cm. On other trees of difrerent diametez', they

determined the height for measuring from the trunk diametey using

the volume.table and mean tree height.
    Nexe consideration and experiment were made on the effeet whieh
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water contained in standing tree may have upon the interpretation
of measurement results. The method of inspection employed in this
study is based on the porosity of wood material in rotten state and
on the absorption of r-ray radiations at this paxt. So if water fi11ed

this interval of the porous part, it may well be that the result ob-

tained from the measurement will beeome ambiguous, because the
absorption of r-ray by water is fairly large. Aceording to the ealeu-

lation by the authors on standing trees, the absorption of T-ray was

55% by wood material and 45% by water in it (where water content
in "Todo" fir tree was taken at about 50%, the eellulose eontent at
27,5%, lignin content a't 12.5%. It waw taken as a basis of ealeulation

that the absorption of r-ray was proportional to 3 orders of atomic

number of those constituent e]ements).
    To investigate the actual effeet of water eontained, an experiment

was carried out with a log, which had an inner rot, immersed in water,

Thus, the water content was altered variously. The results obtained
by such a treatment are shown in Fig. g. Curves I and II' are of 15%
and 31% water content respectively and have similar vaiues, bu't curve

III which is 56% water content has a lower value of countin.g rate
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because of the effects of ab-
sorption of water. From such
a curve it becomes diMcult to
find out the inner rot state.

    However, in the natural
standing tree such a high water
eontent state is unusua} with the

exception of the periphery of
trunk and water-rich wood in
marsh, so it has been eoneluded
that the effeet oi" wateT does not

impede the judgrnent of the
inner state of trees in ordinary

fieldmeasurements, Theeffect epm
                               4000
o£ water contained in periphery

o£ trunk has been shown already
in many examples, Fig. 4, 7,8
and g. In these figures the
measuredcurveNisfairlylower. 300o
than mean value curve N- at the

periphery of trunk, and as it is

well known the periphery of
trunkismoreriehinwaterthan 2ooo
the central portion of the tree,

the results above shown ean
be explained without difficulty.

Using such data one ean also
observe the state of water distri-

bution in wood materials and
water-rieh wood. On these
on by the authors.

    4. Abent the ebtained

      hit-percentage.

    Taking eare as to various points

have been examined praetieally 34
using their apparatus. After the

cut down at once at the measuring
'of the tree with the estimation from
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         Fig. 9. Effect of highly water content

               in trunk. I: 15%, II: 31% and
               III: 56% water contained`

  problems further studies are being curried

  '

perfermances on standing trees in field,

           as above described, the authors
         "Todo" fir trees in a natural forest

       measurement was over, the tree was
          height. Comparing theeutend
            the measured curves good hit-
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percentages have been obtained as £ollows: 100% (Observations above
OOC) and 80% (Observations below OOC) for unrotten tree samples, 93%

(Observations above OOC) and 75% (Observation below OOC) for rotten

tree samples. As the reason o£ lowering of hit-percentages at low
temperature (below eOC) it is eonsidered that the G-M tube having
alcohol as quenching gas was used in this reserch, In this respect
apparatus can be improved by usiRg halogen gas fi11ed eounter tube
or scinti]lation counter.

   The time that is neeessary for such a measurement of one tree
trunk in field is about 10 to 15 minutes; it is eonsiidered that that

time may be shortened by using a high' s'table rate metey or survey
meter having scintillator and by skilled handling.

                        XV. Summary

   r-rays of radioactive isotope CofiO were used in detection o£ rotten
state in standing trees and wood materials. The method of detection
and the results obtained were as follows:
   1. Measurements of counting rates (rpm) of r-rays passing through
wood substances were made at eaeh observation position from left to
right as in Fig. 1. Next, a curve of the counting rates for eaeh position

was drawn. From the form of eurve the inner state of wood materials
was known.
   2. In general about the standing tree with jrre.crular peripheral
form a caleulation of mean counting rate by absorption per unit passing

distance was made as shown in Eq. (4). Using this result the mean
counting neate N- and actually measured counting rate N for each
position were p]otted as in Fig. 4. By inspeetion of deviation between

them and the forms of these curves on many trees, a general rule
 was formulated for judgment whether a standing tree had inner rot
or not.

   3. Effects of wood node and water contained in tree trunk on the

obtained eurves were investigated. It was coneluded that the former

effeet eould be exeluded by seleeting a suitable measuring height
without node, and that the latter effeet does not impede the judgment

o£ the inner state of tree trunk within the limits of these experiments,
because in natural standing trees such a high water content as to
effect the measurements is not usually found,

   4, Good results have been obtained in hit-percentages of judgment
on inner rot state of 34 natural standing trees as follows: 100%
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(Observations above OOC) and 80% (below OOC) for unrotten samples, 93%

(above OOC) and 75% (below OOC) for rotten samples. It was considered

that the reason of lowering of hit-percentages at lower temperature
was in the use of G--M counting tube having aleohol gas.
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